Cyclophosphamide and thiotepa with autologous bone marrow transplantation in patients with solid tumors.
Autologous bone marrow transplantation to avoid dose-limiting myelosuppression may allow significant drug dose escalations and exploitation of the linear-log correlation between chemotherapy and tumor cytotoxicity. In a phase I trial of cyclophosphamide and thiotepa (with subsequent addition of melphalan), 23 patients were entered; there were two deaths due to toxic effects. The maximum tolerated dose was 6 g of cyclophosphamide/m2 and 720 mg of thiotepa/m2. No significant dose of melphalan could be added. Stomatitis was dose limiting. Eleven of 20 patients who were able to be evaluated responded. Plasma thiotepa concentrations correlated more closely with toxicity and response than with drug dose level. Continuous infusion cyclophosphamide and thiotepa is an active core regimen for the further design of high-dose combination chemotherapy regimens.